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ABSTRACT

Nonrelativistic models of nuclear systems have provided important insight into nu-

clear physics. In future experiments, nuclear systems will be examined under extreme

conditions of density and temperature, and their response will be probed at momentum

and energy transfers larger than the nucleon mass. It is therefore essential to develop

reliable models that go beyond the traditional nonrelativistic many-body fraxnework.

General properties of physics, such as quantum mechanics, Lorentz covariance, and mi-
croscopic causality, motivate the use of quantum field theories to describe the interact-

ing, relativistic, nuclear many-body system. Renormalizable models based on hadronic
degrees of freedom (quantum hadrodynamics) are presented, and the assumptions un-

derlying this framework are discussed. Some applications and successes of quantum

hadrodynamics are described, with an emphasis on the new features arising from rela-

tivity. Examples include the nuclear equation of state, the shell model, nucleon-nucleus

scattering, and the inclusion of zero-point vacuum corrections. Current issues and prob-

lems are also considered, such as the construction of improved approximations, the full

role of the quantum vacuum, and the relationship between quantum hadrodynamics

and quantum chromodynamics. We also speculate on future developments.
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INTRODUCTION AND MorIVATION

The study of atomic nuclei plays an important rolc in the development of many-body
theories. Since early experimental probes of the nucleus were limited to energy scales
considerably less than the nucleon mass M _ 939 MeV/c 2, the nucleus was initially
described as a collection of nonrelativistic nucleons interacting through an instantaneous
two-body potential, with the dyI_amics given by the Schr6dinger equation. In this
approach, the two-body potential is fit to the empirical properties of the deuteron

and low-energy nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering, and one then attempts to predict
the properties of many-nucleon systems. This is a difficult problem, because the NN

potential is strong, short-ranged (R _ 1 fm), and has a very repulsive central core.
Nevertheless, over a period of many years and with the advent of more and more

powerful computers, reliable methods have been developed for solving the nonrelativistic
nuclear many-body problem. At present, essentially exact solutions exist for both the

three-nucleon system and for "nuclear matter," the hypothetical uniform system with
equal numbers of neutrons and protons (N = Z) obtained by turning off the Coulomb
potential and letting the total number of baryons B = N + Z go to infinity. Similar
results for up to 8 (and possibly 16) nucleons should _e obtained in the near future.

On balance, these microscopic nonrelativistic calculations are reasonably successful.

With modern NN potentials, the 3He system is underbound by _ 0.8 MeV (about 10%), _
and the calculated rms charge radius is _ 9% too large. The predicted energy/nucleon
of nuclear matter at equilibrium is close to the empirical value

(E/B) - M ,_ -16MEV, (1)

but the saturation density, which is related to the Fermi wavenumber kr through pB =

B/V = 2k_/37r 2, is too high, as the calculated value is k_ _ 1.5 fm -1, while the empirical
result is kr _ 1.3 fm -1. In addition, some general features of nuclear structure are

qualitatively under'stood, for example, the importance of the Pauli principle in reducing
NN correlations, which justifies both the shell model and the single-aucleon optical
potential, and the interplay of single-particle and collective degrees of freedom, which

determines the shape of the nucleus. By a_lding a small, phenomenologi_cal, density-
dependent interaction to the free NN potential, one can quantitatively reproduce the
single-particle structure and charge and mass densities of a large number of nuclei. 2

Furthermore, by using nuclear current operators constructed from the properties of free
nucleons, an accurate picture of weak and electromagnetic interactions in nuclei has

emerged. These successful results have stimulated the development of a diverse array
of nuclear models that can be applied to nuclear structure and reactions throughout
the periodic table, a

In spite of these successes, there are important reasons for developing a relativistic

description of nuclear systems. For example, the properties of neutron stars depend on
the neutron matter equation of state at densities up to an order of magnitude higher
than those observed in ordinary nuclei; nucleon velocities are certainly relativistic at

these densities. In addition, although the empirical low-energy NN scattering amplitude



has conventionally been parametrized using Galilean invariants, a decomposition using
Lorentz invariants reveals surprising new features. In particular, the empirical Lorentz
scalar, vector, and pseudoscalar amplitudes are much larger than the amplitudes de-
duced from the nonrelativistic decomposition. These large amplitudes have important
consequences for the spin-, velocity-, and density-dependence of the NN interaction and
are at the heart of recent relativistic descriptions of nucleon-nucleus scattering that
reproduce spin observables in a very economical fashion. 4-_

Furthermore, medium-energy accelerators that probe nuclei at distance scales less
than 1fm reveal that the conventional framework is inadequate for a complete under-

standing of ordinary nuclei. For example, experiments on the electrodisintegration of
the deuteron show unambiguously the presence of pion-exchange currents, which arise
when the incoming (virtual) photon couples to a pion being exchanged between two
nucleons. In addition, medium-energy pion-nucleus and proton-nucleus scattering in-
dicate the importance of baryon resonances, such as the A(1232), in nuclear reactions.
Thus both the dynamical nature of the NN interaction and the structure of the nucleon
itself become important at an energy scale of several hundred MeV. As supporting ev-
idence for this new dynamics, accurate microscopic meson-exchange models have been
constructed to describe the NN interaction. These contain several mesons, the most im-

portant of which are the _r(0-, 1), tr(0+, 0), _(1-,0), and p(1-, 1), where the indicated
quantum numbers denote spin, parity, and isospin, together with both N and/x degrees
of freedom. These meson-exchange models reproduce the large Lorentz-invariant scat-
tering amplitudes mentioned earlier. Nevertheless, if one adheres to a nonrelativistic
many-body description of nuclear structure, the new dynamical features can be incor-
porated into the conventional framework only by reducing them to anapproximate form
that is appropriate for the Schr_dinger equation.

In future experiments, a new generation of accelerators will allow us to study nuclei
at higher energies, at shorter distances, and with greater precision than ever before. For
example, proton-nucleus collisions will provide complete spin information on both the
projectile and the target, electron-nucleus scattering will sample distance scales down
to tenths of a Fermi, and ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions may produce nuclear
densities of 10 times equilibrium density at temperatures of 100 to 200 MeV. These
experiments will clearly involve physics that goes far beyond the Schr_clinger equation,
such as relativistic motion of the nucleons, dynamical meson exchanges and baryon
resonances, modifications of hadron structure in the nucleus, and the dynamics of the
quantum vacuum, which may include the production of a quark-gluon plasma. The
challenge to theorists is to develop techniques that describe this new physics, While
maintaining the important general properties of quantum mechanics, covariance, elec-
tromagnetic gauge invariance, and microscopic causality.

Since quantum chromodynamics (QCD) of quarks and gluons appears to be the
fundamental theory of the strong interaction, it is natural to look to QCD as the means
to describe this new physics. While this may be desirable in principle, there are many
difficulties in practice, primarily because the QCD coupling is strong at distance scales
relevant for the vast majority of nuclear phenomena. Although significant progress has
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been made in the last 10 years in performing strong-coupling lattice calculations, actual
QCD predictions at nuclear length scales with the precision of existing (and anticipated)
data are not presently available. This situation will probably persist for some time,
particularly with regard to many-nucleon systems. Even if it becomes possible to use
QCD to describe many-nucleon systems, this description is likely to be awkward, since
quarks cluster into hadrons at low energies, and hadrons (not quarks or gluons) are the
degrees of freedom actually observed in experiments.

In contrast, a description based on hadronic degrees of freedom is attractive for
several reasons. First, these variables are the most efficient at normal densities and low
temperatures, and for describing particle absorption and emission. Moreover, hadronic
calculations can be calibrated by requiring that they reproduce empirical nuclear prop-
erties and scattering amplitudes; we can then extrapolate to the extreme situations
mentioned earlier. Finally, although hadronic models must ultimately fail when the
quark and gluon dynamics becomes essential, we must understand the limitations of
hadronic models to isolate and identify true signatures of subhadronic dynamics.

Our basic goal is therefore to formulate a consistent microscopic treatment of nu-
clear systems using hadronic (baryon and meson) degrees of freedom. Since the physical
phenomena of interest are relativistic and involve particle production and absorption,
the only known consistent framework for their description is relativistic quantum field
theory based on a local, Lorentz-invariant lagrangian density. We will refer to these
hadronic relativistic field theories as quantum hadrodynarnics, or QHD.¢ QHD is consis-
tent in the same sense as any other relativistic quantum field theory: the assumptions
about the relevant degrees of freedom, the form of the lagrangian, and the empirical
data that determine the parameters are made at the outset, and one then attempts to
extract concrete predictions from the implied formalism. In principle, these assumptions
permit the formulation of "conserving approximations "s'9 that maintain the important
general properties mentioned above. Calculations can therLbe compared to the data to
decide where QHD succeeds and where it fails.

We emphasize, however, that QHD still contains strong couplings, as does any treat-
ment of the nuclear many-body problem, lt is therefore necessary to develop reliable
nonperturbative approximations, so that unambiguous comparisons between theory and
experiment can be made. The formulation of practical, reliable techniques for finite-
density calculations in strong-coupling relativistic quantum field theories is basically an
unsolved problem. _°-_ The development of such tools in a hadronic field theory is not
oniy usefl_l in its own right, but it may also provide insight into similar approaches for
QCD. Nuclear many-body theory has had such influence in other areas of physics in
the pa_t.

We shall also require that QHD be a renormalizable theory. This means that
any QHD model can be characterized by a finite number of coupling constants and
masses. TM Thus the model is self-contained, and calculations can be ca"ried out be-
yond the "tree level" without introducing additional parameters (such .xsvertex cutoffs)
determined solely by short-distance phenomena. This minimizes the sensitivity of cal-



culated results to short-distance input. The dynamical assumption underlying renor-

malizability is that the quantum vacuum and the internal structure of the hadrons can

be described in terms of hadronic degrees of freedom alone. This assumption must ulti-
mately break down, since at very short distances, hadrons are composed of quarks and
gluons. For QHD to be useful, nuclear observables of interest must not be dominated
by contributions from short distances, where QHD is inappropriate. This conjecture
must be tested, and its limitations uncovered, by performing detailed calculations in a
consistent relativistic framework.

There are alternative methods for describing hadronic and nuclear systems that go

beyond the SchrSdinger equation. Several meson-exchange models of the NN inter-
action have been developed and applied to nuclear systems, both relativistically and
nonrelativistically. _s-17These models focus primarily on the precise reproduction of the
two-nucleon data, and they contain many mesonic degrees of freedom and adjustable

parameters. These models are not renormalizable, and the number of parameters and
the form of the interactions are unconstrained, except by the desire to reproduce the

data. Typically, the treatment of the quantum vacuum is either incomplete or ne-

glected entirely, _s making it impossible to formulate conserving approximations. These
features make it difficult to distinguish between hadronic dynamics and dynamics that
arises from the underlying QCD degrees of freedom.

For these reasons, we will base our analysis on QHD as defined above, which pre-
sumably provides the correct description of many-baryon systems at large distances.

Renormalizability restricts the form of the QHD lagrangian and the number of param-
eters. In a sense, renormalizable QHD is a means of defining a F'urely hadronic theory.

By considering only a few hadronic degrees of freedom, we can study the role of meson
dynamics and relativity in nuclear systems as simply as possible. Moreover, we have
a self-contained model for studying the formal aspects of the relativistic many-body

problem with strong couplings. Nevertheless, QHD becomes increasingly complicated
at short distances, where a hadronic description must ultimately break down. Hope-

fully, the general features discussed below will remain valid even if the constraint of

renormalizability at the hadronic level turns out to be too restrictive.

Due to limited space, this paper deals with only a fraction of the areas of current
interest in QHD. We focus first on the simple model QHD-I, TMwhich contains neutrons,

protons, and the isoscalar, Lorentz scalar and vector mesons a and w. The development
is bas_ed on the relativistic mean-field and Hartree approximations, and their application

to b_,_thinfinit_ nuclear matter and the ground states of atomic nuclei. We discuss SO,he
successes of this model, including the nuclear equation of state, the shell model, nucleon-

nucleus scattering, and the addition of zero-point vacuum corrections. We concentrate
on the new features that arise in a relativistic framewo!rk and emphasize the important

concepts of Lorentz covariance and self-consistency. In the second half of this work,
we consider QHD-II, 2°'21the extension of QHD-I to include isovector lr and p mesons.
QHD-II is based on the so-called linear a model, ::-24 which contains neutrons, protons,

pions, and neutral scalar mesons interacting in a chi:rally invariant fashion. We also
discuss extensions beyond the relativistic mean-field and Hartree approximations, as



a means forconstructingreliablecalculationalschemes,as wellas recenteffortsto

incorporatethe fullroleofthe quantum vacuum and relativisticpiondynamics ina

consistentfashion.At theend,we returntoconsiderthe relationshipbetweenQHD

and QCD and tospeculateon futuredevelopments.

The reader is assumed to have a working knowledge of relativistic quantum field
theory, canonical quantization, and the use of path integrals at zero temperature. For
general background on relativistic field theory, the reader can turn to any of a number

of texts; zs-3° a recent review exists for background on quantum hadrodynamics, v

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A Simple Model

Quantum hadrodynamics as defined above is a general framework for the relativistic
nuclear many-body problem. The detailed dynamics must be specified by choosing a
particular renormalizable lagrangian density. To illustrate the relativistic formalism as

simply as possible, we consider a model called QHD-I, which contains fields for baryons

[¢ = (_:)] and neutral scalar (¢) and vector (V") mesons. 19

The lagrangian density for this model is given by v (h = c = 1)

£. = "_['r.(iO u - g,,V _) - (M - g.¢)] ¢ + ½(0u¢_'¢ - m._¢_)

- !F_,,,F"", + ]-,vv.- +/5£ , (2)

where F"" = O_'V"- c_'V _ and 6£ contains counterterms. The parameters M, g,,

gr, m0, and m, are phenomenological constants that may be determined (in princi-
ple) from experimental measurements. This lagrangian resembles massive QED with

an additional scalar interaction, so the resulting relativistic quantum field theory is
renormalizable. 3z The counterterms in 6£ are used for renormalization.

The motivation for this model has evolved considerably since it was introduced.

As discussed in the Introduction, when the empirical nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering
amplitude is described in a Lorentz-covariant fashion, it contains strong isoscalar scalar
and four-vector pieces, 4-e and the simplest way to reproduce t.hese pieces is through the

exchange of neutral scalar and vector mesons. The neutral scalar _"d vector components
are the most important for describing bulk nuclear properties, which is our main concern
here. Other Lorentz components of the NN interaction, in particular the terms arising

from pion exchange, average essentially to zero in spin-saturated nuclear matter and
may be incorporated as refinements to the present model. The important point is that

even in more refined models, the dynamics generated by scalar and vector mesons will
remain; thus it is important to first understand the consequences of these degrees of
freedom for relativistic descriptions of nuclear systems.

The field equations for this model follow from the Euler-Lagrange equations and



can be writtenas

(o.0.+,.:)_=g._¢, (3)
2v" gX_"_, (4)8_F _ + rn_ =

[,/"(ic9_,- g,,V_,)- (M - g=_)]¢, = O. (5)

(The countertermshave been suppressed.)Equation(3)issimplythe Klein-Gordon

equationwitha scalarsource.Equation(4)lookslikemassiveQED withtheconserved

baryoncurrent

B" = (p.,t_)= ,/.,.y"_, O,,B"= 0 (6)
ratherthan the (conserved)electromagneticcurrentassource.Finally,eq.(5)isthe

Diracequationwith scalarand vectorfieldsintroducedin a minimalfashion.These

fieldequationsimply thatthe canonicalenergy-momentum tensorT_" isconserved

(cg,,T." = O,,T." = 0).

When quantized, eqs. (3)-(5) become nonlinear quantum field equations, whose exact
solutions are very complicated. In particular, they describe mesons and baryons that

are not point particles, but rather objects with intrinsic structure due to the implied
(virtual) meson and baryon-antibaryon loops. It is here that the dynamical input of

renormalizability is apparent, since we are assuming that this intrinsic structure (or at
least the long-range part of it) can be described using hadronic degrees of freedom. The

validity of this input and its limitations have yet to be tested consistently within the
framework of QHD, and we will return to this question later.

We also expect the coupling constants in eqs. (3)-(5) to be large, so perturbative
solutions are not useful. Fortunately, there is an approximate nonperturbative solution

that should become increasingly valid as the nuclear density increases. Consider a
system of B baryons in a large box of volume V at zero temperature. Assume that
we are in the rest frame of the matter, so that the baryon flux B = 0. As the baryon

density B/V increases, so do the source terms on the right-hand sides of eqs. (3) and

(4). When the sourcr_ are large, the meson field operators can be replaced by their
expectation values, which are classical fields:

--,(_)= _o, v" .-, (v,) - (ro,o). (7)

For our stationary, uniform system, _boand V0 are constants that are independent of
space aaad time, and since the matter is at rest, the classical three-vector field V = O.

We emphasize the strategy involved in the preceding "mean-field _ approximation.

First, the resulting mean-field theory (MFT) should give the correct solution to the field
equations in the high-density limit. More importantly, however, the MFT serves as a

starting point for calculating corrections within the framework of QHD, using Feynman
diagrams, path-integral methods, and so forth, as we will discuss later in this work.
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The NuclearMatterEquationofState

When themeson fieldsineq.(2)areapproximatedby theconstantclassicalfields

ofeq.(7),we arriveatthemean-fieldlagrangiandensity

_.,,_= _[i-y_o.- g,,Vo-Yo- (M- g._,o)]_,- !-=-_ , 2=,,,,%+ _m,V0_• (s)

(The countertermshave beensuppressed.)The conservedbaryon_;our-currentremains

asineq.(6),and thecanonicalenergy-momentum tensorbecomes

uu -- I 2T_._= i,_O"_ - 2(m.V02 2 _ ._-m.#o)g . (9)

As discussedby Freedman,_ thereisno need to symmetrizeT #"ifwe consideronly
uniformnuclearmatter.

Sincethemeson fieldsareclassical,onlythefermionfieldmust be quantized.The
Diracfieldequationfollowsfrom £Mrr"

[i%0" - g.%Vo - (M - g.¢o)l_(t,x) = O, (10)

and since this equatiion is linear, it can be solved exactly. Note that the scalar E.:Id _0
shifts the baryon mass from M to M* =- M - g._0, while the vector field _ shifts the

energy spectrum. We look for normal-mode solutions with both positive and negative
energies, a-_is natural for the Dirac equation. These solutions can be used to define

quantum field operators _ and _t in the usual fashion, and by imposing the familiar
equal-time anticommutation relations, we can construct the baryon number operator

/_ = fd3z _.y0_ and the four-momentum opera.tors ]5, = ([/_) = fd3x_., with the
results

//- (Ol//IO)- _,,,..,.+ ,_H, (zz)
//=vr = _(k 2+ M*')al'(Atk_Ak_ + Btk:_Bk:_)+ g, VoB

kx

(m,#, V,- m,VC,) (12)

6H = - E [(k:z+ M*') '/' - (k' + M')'/'], (13)
kx

b = _ (A_txAk:_- BktxBkx), (14)
kA

kA

HeretheindexA denotesbothspinand isospinprojections.The quantitiesAtkx,B*kA,
Akx, and Bkx appearingintheseexpressionsarecreationand destructionoperators

for(quasi)baryonsand (quasi)antibaryonswithshiftedmass and energy,and /_isthe

baryonnumber operator,whichclearlycountsthenumber ofbaryonsminusthenumber

ofantibaryons.The correctionterm d_Harisesfrom placingtheoperatorsin/;/urrin

"normalorder"and representsthecontributiontotheenergyfromthefilledDiracsea,

where thebaryonmass hasbeenshiftedby theuniformscalarfield_b0.r We willreturn



later to discuss this "zero-point energy" correction; for now let us concentrate on the

MFT hamiltonian defined by eq. (12).

Since/:/UFT is diagonal, this model mean-field problem has been solved exactly once
the meson fields are specified; their determination is discussed below. The solution
retains the essential features of QHD: relativistic covaxiance, explicit meson degrees

of freedom, and the incorporation of antiparticles. Furthermore, it yields a simple
solution to the field equations that should become increasingly valid as the baryon

density increases. Since /} and P are also diagonal, the baryon number and total
momentum are constants of the motion, as are their corresponding densities p, _md 9,
since the volume is fixed.

For uniform nuclear matter, the ground state is obtained by filling energy levels
with spin-isospin degeneracy 7 up to the Fermi momentum kv. (The generalization to
finite temperature will be discussed at the end of this section.) The Fermi momentum
is related to the baryon density by

7 fnkT 7 aps = (2r) a__ dak= _k r, (16)

where the degeneracy factor 7 is 4 for symmetric (N = Z) matter and 2 for pure neutron
matter (Z = 0). The constant vector field V0 can be expressed in terms of conserved

quantities from the expectation value of the vector meson field equation (4):

Vo= (:7)
rr/v

The expressionsfortheenergydensityand pressurenow takethesimpleforms_

2m_9--_2 _2 (27r)3_/..._£ = p_ + _ (M - M*) 2 + dak E"(k), (18)

2m_g_ 2 31(2_')a7 -v_Av k sp - p_ - _ (M - M*) 2 + d3k E*(k)' (19)

where E*(k) - (k 2 + M*2) 1/2. The first two terms in ecls. (18) and (19) arise from the

classical meson fields. The final terms in these equations are those of a relativistic gas
of baryons of mass M*. These expressions give the nuclear matter equation of state at
zero temperature in parametric form: E(pB) and p(p.).

The constant scalar field ¢0, or equivalently the effective mass M*, can be determined

thermodynamically at the end of the calculation by minimizing £(M*) with respect to
M*. This produces the self-consistency condition

g_ _ __ M*M" = m rn_ (2_')3 ... d3k E*(k)

= M - g---_L_(: ¢:_ :) _=M - g--_L2
m. (20)

which also defines the scalar density p,. Equation (20) is equivalent to the MFT scalar

field equation for ¢_0. Note that the scalar density is smaller than the baryon density

8
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[eq. (16)] due to the factor M*/E"(k), which is an effect of Lorentz contraction. Thus
the contribution of rapidly moving baryons to the scalar source is significantly reduced.

Most importantly, eq. (20) is a transcendental self-consistency equation for M" that
must be solved at each value of kt. This illustrates the nonperturbative nature of the
mean-field solution.

An examination of the analytic expression (18) for the energy density shows that

the system is unbound (S/ps > M) at either very low or very high densities. 19 At
intermediate densities, the attractive scalar interaction will dominate if the coupling
constants are chosen properly. The system then saturates. Nuclear matter with an

equilibrium Fermi wavenumber kr° = 1.30 frn-1 mad an energy/nucleon (E/ps - M) =
-15.75 MeV is obtained if the couplings are chosen as(b)

c; - - ssT.4, c, ; - 2ra.s. (211

The nuclear compressibility in this approximation is 545 MeV. Note that only the ratios

of coupling constants to meson masses enter in eqs. (18), (19), and (20). The resulting
saturation curve is shown in fig. 1. In this approximation, the relativistic properties of
the scalar and vector fields are responsible for saturation; a ttartree-F_k variational

estimate built on the nonrelativistic (Yukawa) potential limit of the interaction shows
that such a system is unstable against collapse.

The solution of the self-consistency condition (20) for M ° yields an effective mass

that is a decreasing function of the density, as illustrated in fig. 2. Evidently, M'/M
becomes small at high density end is significantly less than unity at ordinary nuclear

densities. This is a consequence of the large scalar field g,¢,, which is approximately
400 MeV and which produces a large attractive contribution to the energy/baryon.
There is also a large repulsive ener_/b_ryon from the vector field g,,V0 _-. 350 MeV.

Thus the Lorentz structure of the interaction leads to a new energy scale in the problem,

and the small nuclear binding energy (_. 16 MeV) arises from the cancellation between
the large scalar attraction and vector repulsion. As the nude_ density increases, the
scalar source go becomes small relative to the vector source pe, and the attractive

forces saturate, producing the minimum in the binding curve. Clearly, because of the
sensitive cancellation involved near the equilibrium density, corrections to the MFT
must be calculated before the importance of this new saturation mechanism can be

assessed. Nevertheless, the Lorentz structure of the interaction provides an additional
saturation mechanism that is not present in the nonrelativistic potential limit, ms this

limit ignores the distinction between p, and ps.

The corresponding curves for neutron matter obtained by setting 7 = 2 are also

shown in figs. 1 and 2, and the equation of state (pressure vs. energy density) for
neutron matter at all densities is given in fig. 3. In this mean-field model, there is a
van der Waals (liquid-gas) phase transition, and the properties of the two phases are
deduced through a Maxwell construction. At high densities, the system approaches the

(_)The values C_ = 267.1 and C_ = 195.9 used in ref. 7 yield: k° = 1.42 fm -1. This is set L1 in
table 1 below.



• Energy/Nucleon (QHD-I)
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Figure 1" Saturation curve for nuclear matter. These results are calculated in

the relativistic mean-field theory with baryons and neutral scalar and vector
mesons (QHD-I). The coupling constants are chosen to fit the _alue and po-
sition of the minimum and are given in row L2 of table 1. The prediction for
neutron matter ('r = 2) is also shown.
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Figure 2: Effective mass M*/M as a function of density for nuclear (7 = 4)

and neutron ('r = 2) matter based on fig. 1.
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Neutron Matter
Equation of State
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Figure 3: Predicted equation of state for neutron matter at all densities. The

dotted line represents the causal limit p = E. The density regime relevant for
neutron stars is also shown.

"causallimit"p = £ representingthestiffestpossibleequationofstate.Thus we have

a simple,two-parametermodel thatisconsistentwiththeequilibriumpointofnormal

nuclearmatterand thatallowsfora covariant,causalextrapolationtoany density.

The neutronmatterequationofstateshown infig.3 can be usedinthe Tolman-

Oppenheimer-Volkoffequationforthegeneral-relativisticmetric33to givethe masses

of neutronstarsas a functionofthe centraldensity.This MFT givesa maximum

neutronstarmass of _,2.6solarmasses;thisislargeenough to accommodate the

largestobservedneutronstars,which containroughly1.5solarmasses.The density

atthe centerofthe starisapproximatelysixtimeslargerthan thecentraldensityin

2°ePb,and theasymptoticapproachoftheequationofstatetothecausallimitisalready

relevantinthisregime.Moreover,althoughthelow-densitybehaviorofnuclearmatt.er

issensitiveto the nearlyexactcancellationbetween attractivescalarand repulsive

vectorcomponents,thestiff"high-densityequationofstateisdeterminedsimplyby the

Lorentzstructureoftheinteraction;thescalarattractionsaturatescompletelyathigh

densities,producingan essentiallymasslessgasofbaryonsinteractingthrougha strong
vectorrepulsion,which leadsto a stiffequationofstate._ Note thatthe onsetofthe
asymptoticregimeoccursatdensitiessimilartothoseintheinteriorsofneutronstars.

Finite Nuclei

We now generalize the results of the preceding subsection to study atomic nuclei.
We continue to work in the mean-field approximation to QHD-I, but since the system

!1
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now has finite spatial extent, these fields are spatially dependent. If we initially restrict
consideration to spherically symmetric nuclei, the meson fields depend only on the

radius, and since the baryon current is conserved, the spatial part of the vector field V
again vanishes. _ Thus the mean-field QHD-I lagrangian of eq. (8) becomes

½[(vv0)£(I)ur._"-'-_[i'r_,cg"- gv'roV0- (M- go¢0)],/:- ½[(V¢o)_ + m. + mvV6 ] , (22)

and the Dirac equation for the baryon field is

{i%0 _ - gv_/0V0(r) - fM - g.¢0(r)]},k(z) = 0. (23)

Appropriate values for the scalar and vector couplings (g. and gr) and masses (mo and
m,) will be given below.

Although the baryon field is still an operator, the meson fields are classical; hence
eq. (23) is linear, and we may again seek normal-mode solutions of the form ,k(x) =

,k(x) e-;E'. This leads to the eigenvalue equation

h,k(x) - {-ic_. V + gvY0(r) + 3fM - g.¢o(r)]}¢(x) = E,k(x), (24)

which defines the single-particle Dirac hamiltonian h. Equation (24) has both positive-

and negative-energy solutions/A(x) and Y(x), which allow the field operators to be
constructed in the SchrSdinger picture. The positive-energy spinors can be written as

Uo(x)_= = ¢'' (25)

where n is the principal quantum number, ,I_._ is a spin-l/2 spherical harmonic: s5

= _gmt2m, l£-_3m).,,._,(fl)X_. ,
ll'll g rt'16

j _ Inl_ :L l = -{n, n > 0, (27)2,

and _, is a two-component isospinor labeled by the isospin projection t (We take t - 1• m

for protons and t = -21 for neutrons.) The phase choice in eq. (25) produces real bound-
state wave functions F and G for real potentials ¢0 and 'd0, and the normalization is

given by

fo°°dr(IG°(r)12+ IF=(r)l2)= I, (28)

whichensuresunitprobabilitytofindeachnucleonsomewhere inspace.

The classical meson field equations follow from eq. (22) and resemble eqs. (3) and (4)

restricted to static, spherically symmetric fields. With the general form for the spinors

in eq. (25), we can evaluate the nuclear densities, which serve as source terms in the
meson field equations. Assume that the nuclear ground state consists of filled shells

up to some value of n and ,¢, which may be different for protons and neutrons; this is
appropriate for J_"" "": " "_'_:'; ......... th "_ _11 h;lino.r prnA,,rt¢ ¢_f{.IU LI L}I ,v lll{_._i_, llUt.,,,_i. _.II a,tmtmi_,jv_A_ U, OO_IAA_.. .......................
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baryon operators are normal ordered, which removes contributions from the negative-

energy spinors ro(x). This amounts to neglecting the filled Dirac sea of baryons and
defines the mean-field approximation. The zero-point terms arising from _'o(x) will be
included later.

With these assumptions, the local baryon (pB) and scalar (p,) densities become

1= Mo(X)=_ (IC,(,-)l2+ IF,(r)i_), (29)
a

which holds for filled shells, as appropriate for spherically symmetric nuclei. The re-

maining quantum numbers are denoted by {a} = {a;m} - {n,_,t;m}. Notice that
since the shells are filled, the sources are spherically symmetric.

The sources produce the meson fields, which satisfy static Klein-Gordon equations:

d 2 2 d

dr 2 ¢0(r) + -r "_r ¢0(r) - rn.2¢0(r) = -g,p,(r) , (30)

d2 2 d

dr---_ Vo(r) + - Vo(r) - 2_ ,nv0(_) = -g_p.(_). (31)

The equations for the baryon wave functions follow upon substituting eq. (25) into eq.

(24), which produces

d
[E, M (32)d""_G'(r)+-G'(r)-r - g_Vo(r) + - g,¢0(r)] F,(r) = 0,

d
F_(r) - -_ Fo(r) + [E_ - g_Vo(r)- M + g,¢o(r)]G,(r i - O. (33)dr r

Thus the spherical nuclear ground state is described by coupled, ordinary differential
equations that may be solved by an iterative procedure, as discussed in ref. 36. They

contain all information about the static ground-state nucleus in this approximation.

The mean-field hamiltonian can be computed just as for infinite matter, and after

normal ordering, the ground-state energy is given by

1[(V¢o), + rn2¢_] _ I m_Vo,]

i.. v }+ '_/..;l(x)[- + _(M - g,,¢o)+ g,,Vo]l,t,,,(x) . (34)

Here the meson fields are functions of the radial coordinate, and a and/_ are the usual
Dirac matrices. Notice that if we interpret this expression _s an energy functional

for the Dirac-Hartree ground state, extremization with respect to the meson fields

reproduces the field equations (30) and (31), with the densiti_ from eq. (29). Moreover.
extremization with respect to the baryon wave functions/_(x), subject to the constraint

13



for all occupied states (which is enforced by Lagrange multipliers Eo), leads to the Dirac
equation (24). This alternative derivation of the Dirac-Hartree equations from an en-

ergy functional is useful for extensions of the simple model discussed in this subsection,.

Once thz solutions to the Dirac-Hartree equations have been found, the ground-

state energy (34) can be computed by using the Dirac equation (24) to introduce the
eigenvalues E_ and by partially integrating the meson terms to introduce the densities.
In the end, the total energy of the system is given by

o¢¢ 1 /E = _ E,(2j, + 1)- _ dZz[-go¢o(r)p.(r)+ 9,Vo(r)p,(r)]. (36)6

Before discussing the Dirac-Hartree solutions, let us generalize the equations to

include some additional degrees of freedom and couplings. Although the isoscalar meson
fields are the most important for describing general properties of nuclear matter, a
quantitative comparison with actual nuclei requires the introduction of some additional

dynamics.

For example, it is necessary to include the electromagnetic interaction to account for

the Coulomb repulsion between protons. Moreover, since hadronic interactions exhibit
an almost exact SU(2) isospin symmetry, the nucleons can couple to isovector mesons
in addition to the isoscalar (neutral) mesons of QHD-I. These isovector mesons, for

example the _r and p, come in three charge states (+, 0, -) and couple differentl.y to
the proton and neutron. Thus they affect the nuclear symmetry energy, which arises
when there are unequal numbers of neutrons and protons.

The construction of a renormalizable lagrangian containing charged, massive vector
fields is somewhat complicated and is discussed at length in Abets and Lee; 3v applica-
tions to the present model can be found in ref. 7. For our purposes, we require only
the classical contributions from these fields, and in this case, the lagrangian simplifies

considerably. In particular, since the nuclear ground state has well-defined charge., only

the neutral p meson field (denoted by bo) enters, and since the ground state is assumed
to have well-defined parity and spherical symmetry, there is no classical r field. Thus

the mean-field lagrangian for this extended model, which is called QHD-II, is given by

£(n)urv= ¢[i7.0" - g,7oVo - ½gpr37obo- e_(l' + r3)7oAo - (M - 9,¢o)]¢

- z[(v¢0)== + ]+ ½[(vv0)=+ m,=v0]
2 2

+ _"V'no)'2 + _'[(rb0) 2 + mpbo]. (37)

Here Ao is the Coulomb potential, e is the proton electromagnetic charge, 9p is the

rho-nucleon coupling constant, and r_ are the usual isospin Pauli matrices. For now, ali
of the boson fields are assumed to be functions of the radial coordinate only.

The Dirac-Hartree equations for this extended model can be derived just as before.
The Dirac equations for the baryon wave functions now contain b0and A0, and because
of the structure of the rz matrix, bo couples with opposite sign to protons and neutrons,

and Ao couples only to the protons. In addition to the source terms in eq. (29), which

14



Table 1:
Dirac-Hartree Parameter Sets

(Ali sets use M = 939 MeV and my - mu = 783 MEV.)

Set g_ g2v g_ ra. _/M
(MEV)

LI 91.64 i36.2 36.79 550. "0 0
L2 109.6 190.4 65.23 520. 0 0
NLB 94.01 158.48 73.00 510. 0.852 10
RHA0 53.78 I02.58 83.30 456. 0 0

.....

sum over both proton and neutron occupied stai, es, the source term for the p meson
involves the difference between proton and neutron densities, while the Coulomb source

involves only p_'otons. These different types of couplings allow for a more accurate re-
production of real nuclei, where the proton and neutron wave functions are not identical.

The full set of equations are presented in ref. 7 and are used to compute the results
discussed below.

Spherical Nuclei. The solutions of the preceding equations depend on the parameters
g,, gr, m,, and gp (when the p meson is included). We take the experimental values

M = 939 MeV, my -_ mu = 783 MeV, m o = 770 MeV, and e2/4r = a = 1/137.0
(which determines the Coulomb potential) as fixed. The free parameters are chosen
so that when the Dirac-Hartree equations are solved in the limit of infinite nuclear

matter, the empirical equilibrium density (pO = 0.1484 fm-3), binding energy (15.75
MEV), and symmetry energy (35 MeV) are reproduced. The empirical equilibrium

density pO is determined here from the density in the interior of _Pb and corresponds

to kr° = 1.3 fm -1. We also fit the empirical rms charge radius of 4°Ca (rra,, = 3.482 fm),
which is determined primarily by mo. This procedure produces the parameters in the
row labeled L2 in table 1, which are taken from ref. 36. This parmlaeter set yields the

same values for C._ and C,2 as in eq. (21), so that M*/M - 0.541 and K _ 545 MeV at
nuclear matter equilibrium.

Once the parameters have been specified, the properties of all closed-shell nuclei
are determined in this approximation. For example, figs. 4, 5, and 6 show the Dirac-

Hartree charge densities of 160, 4°Ca, and _°SPb compared with two nonrelativistic

calculations 2,3sand the empirical distributions determined from electron scattering. 39"4_
The empirical proton charge form factor has been folded with the calculated "point
proton" density to determine the charge density. Similar results are obtained for other
closed-shell nuclei. 36'4_Evidently, the nonrelativistic and relativistic calculations agree
with the data at about the same level of accuracy.

In fig. 7, the predicted energy levels in 2°Spb are compared with experimental val-
ues derived from neighboring nuclei. 43'44The relativistic calculations clearly reveal a
shell structure. This arises from the spin-orbit interaction that occurs naturally when
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a Diracparticlemoves inlargeclassicalscalarand vectorfields.4s_7Note thatwhereas

9s$0and 9,,Votend tocancelinthecentralpotentialthatdeterminessaturation,they

add constructivelyinthespin-orbitpotential.We emphasizethatno parametersare

adjustedspecificallytoproducethespin-orbitinteraction,asisusuallythecaseinnon-

relativisticcalculations.Thus,witha minimalnumber ofphenomenologicalparameters

determined fzom bulk nuclear properties, one der/re,,: the ezistence of the nuclecr shell
model•

There are several attractive features in this relativistic model of nuclear structure.

First, the calculation of the nuclear ground state is self-consistent. The scalar and

vector fields follow directly from the scalar and baryon densities, which are in turn
determined by the solutions to the Dirac equation (24) in the classical fields. Second,

only four adjustable parameters specify the properties of ali closed-shell nuclei in this
approximation. Finally, this relativistic shell model is simply one piece of a consistent

many-body framework based on QHD. One can therefore systematically investigate
corrections to the nuclear ground state, such as those arising from the filled Dirac sea

of negative-energy states, as we describe below.

Deformed Nuclei. To study the systematics of thi.s relativistic model of nuclear
structure, we extend the preceding equations to deal with deformed, axially symmetric

nuclei• This allows us to calculate not only the ground states of nuclei with fully closed
shells, but also those for even-even nuclei between closed shells. We will concentrate here

on nuclei with 12 < B < 40, which includes the lp and 2s-ld shells. 4s The restriction

to azimuthal and reflection-symmetric deformations is reasonable fo/, light, even-even
nuclei.

These assumed symmetries of the ground state, together with the assumption of

well-defined parity, imply that the non,mnishing meson fields axe the same ones that
appear in spherical nuclei. 49 Thus the Dirac-Hartree equations are essentially the same

as those written earlier, except that all fields now depend on both a radial and an

angular coordinate [for example, ¢0(r,0)], and ali the differential equations become
partial differential equations. The source densities are still computed as in eq. (29),
but they now depend on r and 0. There are several methods for solving the resulting

set of coupled partial differential equations, and the interested reader is directed to the
literature for a discussion, w-s2 The equilibrium deformation is obtained by choosing the

occupied single-particle states to minimize the energy.

In fig. 8, we show the results of Furnstahl, Price, and Walker for quadrupole moments
in the 2s-ld shell, s_ The parameter sets used are listed as L2 and NLB in table 1; the

latter includes scalar-meson self-couplings of the form

_¢3 A 4
V(_) = _., + _._ (38)

in the model lagrangian. (These new couplings allow for some "fine tuning" of the bulk
nuclear properties.) Both of these sets produce nuclear saturation at k° = 1.30fm-'

with a binding energy of 15.75 MeV and a symmetry energy of 35 MeV, and they
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parameter sets L2 (stars) and NLB (circles) taken from table 1. The results
shown by squares and diamonds follow from similar parameter sets given in
ref. 52. Moments derived from experimental measurements of B(E2) values
(x) are taken from Leander and Larsson. s3

also generate the correct rms radius for 4°Ca, just as for the spherical calculations

in the preceding sabsection. Nevertheless, these two sets produce slightly different
values of M" in nuclear matter (M*/M = 0.54 for L2 and M*/M = 0.61 for NLB),
which is sufficient to produce different results for the deformation of nuclei with closed

subshells. (The deformation depends sensitively on the level density near the Fermi

surface, which is determined essentially by the inverse of M*.) Observe that set L2
predicts spherical shapes for 12C, _Si, and s2S, in contradiction to experiment. In

contrast, the small modifications afforded by the couplings _ and A in set NLB lead to
excellent agreement with the experimental moments, particularly the systematic trends
and the oscillation between oblate and prolate shapes around B = 32, while leaving

the results for spherical nuclei essentially unchanged. Thus the successful description
of spherical nuclei in this relativistic model can be extended to reproduce the observed

systematics of light deformed nuclei with the same parameters. Finally, the relativistic
results are very similar to those obtained from nonrelativistic Skyrme-Hartree-Fock

calculations s4 that also use an interaction fitted to nuclear properties.

Nucleon-NucleusScattering

The scattering of medium-energy nucleons from nuclei can provide information about
both nuclear structure and the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction. Since the NN inter-
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action has complex spin, isospin, momentum, and density dependence, nucleon-nucleus

scattering exhibits a wide variety of phenomena. As a starting point for describing these
phenomena, we use the Dirac-ttartree description of the nucleus, together with the Rel-
ativistic Impulse Approximation (RIA), which assumes that the in,_eraction between the
projectile and target nucleons has essentially the same form as the interaction between
two nucleons in free space. This interaction is used to produce a nucleon-nucleus optical
potential that incorporates the leading term in a multiple-scattering series.

Although the simple QHD models discussed above are useful for studying the average
properties of the nuclear interaction, they are less useful for describing the detailed
quantitative features (such as spin dependence) of the full NN scattering amplitude.
These quantitative features are important for any reasonable description of the nucleon-
nucleus scattering observables. The RIA allows us to combine the empirical free-space
scattering amplitude with a relativistic calculation of the nuclear ground state.

The RIA as originally formulated 4-_ involves two basic procedures. First, the ex-
perimental NN scattering amplitude is represented by a particular set of five Lorentz
covariant functions ss that multiply the so-called "Fermi invariant" Dirac matrices. The
Lorentz covariant functions are then folded with the Dirac-Hartree target densities to
produce a first-order optical potential for use in the Dirac equation for the projectile.
We briefly summarize the formalism and then compare observables computed in the }?.lA
with experimental data and with nonrelativistic impulse approximation calculations.

The constraints of Lorentz covariance, parity conservation, isospin invariance, and
that free nucleons are on their mass shell imply that the invariant NN scattering operator
Y can be written in terms of five complex functions for pp scattering and five for pn
scattering. In the original RIA, ._"was taken ast

v , .-es s s ¢.r,,,_,, A s , s (39)_- = _-s + ._. "r(o)'r(,).+ ._ "r(o)'r(_)+- --(o)-(_)._+ Y "y(o)'rio)'r(,)'r(_).,

where the subscripts (0) and (1) refer to the incident and struck nucleons, respectively.
Each amplitude _-n is a complex function of the Lorentz invariants t (four-momentum
transfer squared) and s (total four-momentum squared), or equivalently, of the mo-
mentum transfer q and incident energy E. It is found empirically that the amplitudes
.,_s, _.v, and _.PS are much larger than any amplitudes obtained in a nonrelativistic
decomposition, which uses Galilean-invariant operators.

The RIA optical potential Uopt(q, E) is defined as

Uopt(q E)= 4rip A' --"M-- (@l_ eiq'x(")-T'(q,E; n)lq/) , (40)rt----I

where _ is the scattering operator of eq. (39), p is the magnitude of the projectile
three-momentum in the nucleon-nucleus cm frame (where the scattering observables
will be calculated), I@)is the A-particle nuclear ground state, and the sum runs over all
nucleons in _he target. Y is a function of the momentum transfer q and collision energy
E, which we take to be the cm energy for a stationary target nucleon and incident
proton at the laboratory energ2'; this amounts to neglecting nuclear recoil.
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With thesesimplifications,the Diracopticalpotentialislocal,and onlydiagonal

nucleardensitiesaxeneeded.Fora spin-zeronucleus,theonlynonzerodensitiesarethe

baryonand scalardensitiesofeq.(29),plusa tensorterm computed by insertinge°_

betweenthespinorsineq.(29).Thus theopticalpotentialtakestheform

Uopt = Us + "/°UV - 2in. .U r , (41)

where UL - UL(r; E) for each component. The tensor contribution U r is small and

will be neglected in what follows. The RIA optical potential then has only scalar and
vector contributions, and the Dirac equation for the projectile has precisely the same

form as eq. (24), with Uv replacing g, V0 and Us repla_ing (-e,¢0):

In practice, one includes in U 'v the Coulomb potential computed from the empirical

nuclear charge density; other electromagnetic contributions arising from the proton

anomalous magnetic moment are of similar size to the tensor term UT and axe neglected
here.

For proton scattering from a spin-zero target, three relevant observables may be
defined in terms of the proton-nucleus scattering amplitude T(e) = g(e) + h(e)a, ft.

These are the differential cross section e, the polarization (or analyzing power) P, and
the spin-rotation function Q"

= ial2+ Ihi2, (43)

P = 2Re(gh')/(igl 2 + lbl2), (44)
/ "Q= 2Im,jh )/(icl2+ lbl2). (45)

In fig. 9, RIA results for proton scattering from 4°Ca are *hown as solid curves.

The target densities are taken from the results for spherical nuclei discussed above,
with no further adjustment t,f parameters. The RIA results _re compared with non-

relativistic impulse approximation calculations (dashed curves) carried out in the con-
ventional Kerman-McManus--Thaler formalism, m Evidently, the RIA calculations agree

remarkably well with thedata. Moreover, although more aophistieated nonrelativistic
calculations give better agre,._ment with the data, the relativistic results are superior,

particularly for the spin observables, when the impulse approximation is used for both.

The spin dynamics is inherent in the relativistic formalism and arises naturally

from the large Lorentz scalar and vector potentials in the Dirac equation (42). This
is precisely the s_me spin dynamics that produces the observed spin-orbit splittings

in the bound single-particle levels. Thus the relativistic Hartree calculations provide a
minimal unifyin 9 theoretical basis for both the nuclear shell model and medium-energy

proton-nucleus scattering--two essential aspects of nuclear physics.
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Nuclear Excited States

We now turn to the calculation of nuclear response functions and the properties of
nuclear excited states, as described in the random-phase approximation (RPA)built

on the MFT ground state. These excitations arise from the consistent linear response
of the ground state, in which the nucleons move coherently in varying classical meson
fields that are in turn determined by oscillatory nuclear sources. Many studies of the
relativistic nuclear response have been carried out for both infinite matter and finite nu-

clei, beginning with the pioueering work of Chin, s7 and her_ we will focus on two issues.
The first is the importance of consistency, which implies that the particle-hole interac-

tion in the excited states must be the same (and use the same parameter values) as the

interaction in the ground state. This is important for producing a reasonable excita-
tion spectrum when the underlying interaction involves a sensitive cancellation between
large attractive and repulsive components. Second, we will see that the relativistic re-

sponse involves not only the familiar positive-energy particle-hole configurations, but
also configurations that mix positive- and negative-energy states. These new configura-

tions are crucial for the conservation of the electromagnetic current and the separation
of the "spurious" J" = 1- state. This emphasizes that the Dirac single-particle basis is

complete only when both positive- and negative-energy states are included.

The calculation of the linear response is basically the same as in nonrelativistic

many-body theory. 4s The principal idea is to compute the particle-hole (polarization)

propagator and to extract the collective excitation energies and transition amplitudes
from the poles and residues of this propagator. Several methods !have been developed
and applied to finite nuclei, ss'_l Existing results are restricted primarily to isoscalar

excitations, because fittin& the bulk nuclear properties constrains only the isoscalar
particle-hole interaction significantly and because the isovector response depends crit-
ically on pion dynamics, with the associated complexity that we discuss later. An

excellent discussion of the role of consistency is contained in the work of Dawson and

Furnstahl, 61 whose results we quote here.

In fig. 10 the low-lying, negative-parity, isoscalar states in 160 are compared to
several empirical levels that might be reasonably described as particle-hole excitations.

(Only the lowest state of eaz.h J is shown.) The first column shows the unperturbed
excitation energy with the spectrum determined from the ground-state calculation us-

ing the parameter set L2 in table 1. The second column contains the RPA spectr_Jm
when only positive-energy particle-hole configurations are allowed, and the third col-

umn gives the spectrum when negative-energy states are also included. Notice that
the full RPA results agree favorably with the empirical values in the fourth column,
which is a nontrivial result because of the large cancellations between scalar and vector

contributions. Moreover, it is clear that the negative-energy states play an important
role in determining the RPA spectrum, particularly for the spurious 1- state. Lorentz
covariance implies that in a consistent RPA calculation, this state should appear at zero

excitation energy, which occurs only when the full Dirac basis is maintained.

Figure 11, taken from a calculation by Furnstahl, 62 shows the relativistic RPA result
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i

for the ratio of the transition charge density to the longitudinal current density for
a particular transition in 160. The results are plotted as function of the number of

configurations, and if the electromesnetic current is conserved, the ratio should be unity.
The dotted curve includes only the positive-energy configurations, and the current is

evidently not conserved. In contrast, the dashed curve gives the result of the full RPA

' calculation, including the negative-energy states. The conclusion from this figure is that
it is essential to include all states in the Dirac basis to maintain the conservation of the
current.

The Rcle of the Quantum Vacuum

We have thus far studied the consequences of the mean-field hamiltonian of eq. (12)
and its generalization to finite nuclei. Let us now return to infinite nuclear matter

and include the contribution from 6H in eq. (13), which defines the relativistic Hartree

approximation or RHA. (This is also often called the one-loop approximation.) These
contributions are an integral part of a fully relativistic description of nuclear structure,
and aswe havejustseen,itisimpossibletoconstructa meaningfulnuclearresponse

or consistentnuclearcurrentswithoutincludingthenegative-energystates.Thus,al-

thoughthe MFT ground stateiscovariant,causal,and internallyconsistentby itself,

itishard tojustifytheomissionofthenegative-energycontributions.

An inspectionof_H revealsthat,evenwiththeindicatedvacuum subtraction,the

sum stilldiverges.Sincethemodel QHD-I isrenormalizable,however,thesum can be

renderedfiniteby includingcountertermsinthelagrangian(8).Thesecoun_ertermsalso

appearinthehamiltonian,and theycan be groupedwith6H, resultingina correction

totheenergydensityoftheform

= (k2+ _ ( + M2)/2 _ a.,_=i _" ¢o. (46)

The counterterms appear as a quartic polynomial in ¢0, and the (infinite) coefficients
a,, are determined by specifying appropriate renormalization conditions on the energy.
Following refs. 57 and 7, we will choose the counterterms to cancel the first four powers of

¢0 appearing in the expansion of the infinite sum over energies. Although this procedure
is not unique, it has the virtue of minimizing the many-body forces arising from this
vacuum correction, and it is easy to verify that only the first four terms in this expansion

produce divergent results. The divergences can be defined by converting the sum to an

integral and then regularizing dimensionally, s3

After removing the divergences with the counterterms, the remaining terms are
finite, and one finds

1 M*41n(M*/M) + Ma(M - M")- _ M2(M - M*) 2= -

13 25 )4}+ --_ M(M - M') 3 - 1"-2(M- M* . (47)
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Figure 12: Energy/nucleon in nuclear matter. The mean-field theory (MFT) re-
sults are shown as a solid line. The relativistic Hartree approximation (RHA),
which includes the one-loop vacuum correction, produces the long-dashed line,
while the short-dashed line is from a relativistic Hartree-Fock calculation (dis-

cussed below). All results are computed with parameter set L1 in table 1.

Just as in the MFT, M" - M-go¢o is determined at each PB.by minimization, which

produces the one-loop (RHA)self-consistency condition [compare eq. (20)]

M'=M g_ 7 fo _ _-_* g_ 1 {m,2 (2r) 3 d3k -'---'E'(k)+ m2" x_ M .3 In(M'lM)
5

)2 il M) 3} (48)- M_(M*- M)- _ M(M_- M - ._ (M*- •

Note that _.he solution to this equation contains M1orders in the coupling g°.

Although A£ has historically been cdied the "vacuum fluctuation correction," this
appellation is somewhat unfortunate, since it does not involve any fluctuations. More

precisely, A_" is the finite shift in the baryon zero-point energy that occurs at finite
density, and is analogous to the "C_simir energy" that _rises in quantum electrody-
namics. We emphasize that the zero-point (one-loop) vacuum correction is insensitive
to the short-distance structure of the baryons, as it arises solely from the cb,ange in the

baryon mass in the presence of the uniform scalar field ¢0.('}

To discuss the size of the one-loop vacuum correction, we can compare predicted

quantities using a fized set of parameters determined from the empirical saturation

(C)In additien, this correction cannot be calculated in nonrenormalizable meson-baryon models that

are regularized by inserting ad hoc form factors at the meson-baryon vertices, siJlce the uniform scalar
field involves only zero-momentum-transfer components of the interaction between baryons, and the
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properties of nuclear matter i_. the MFT. (Alternatively, one could compare results
after determining a _eparate set of RHA parameters that reproduce nuclear matter sat-

uration.) Figure 12 shows the energy/nucleon for the MFT and RHA approximations.

Observe that the equilibrium Fermi wavenumber k° shifts by roughly 0.25 fm -1, and
the binding energy decreases by about 10 MeV when the one-loop vacuum correction is

included. Although the latter is small on the scale of the large scalar and vector fields,
the modification to the binding energy is significant, reflecting the sensitive cancellation

between the attractive and repulsive components in the potential energy. The one-loop
vacuum corrections are a direct consequence of the relativistic treatment of the nuclear

many-body problem and are absent in a nonrelativistic approach.

In a finite nucleus, the zero-point corrections to the Dirac-Hartree hamiltonian (and
the resulting energy functional) arise in just the same way as in eq. (13). The sum over

the negative-energy eigenvalues [which augments eq. (36)] must now be computed using
the spectrum of eq. (24), and both bound and continuum states are to be included. Since

the eigenvalues cannot be determined in closed form due to the spatial dependence of the
meson fields, the calculation is considerably more complidated than for nuclear matter.

Nevertheless, the corrections have been computed essentially exactly, by starting with
a local-density approximation _ and then by systematically adding corrections from
gradients of the meson fields.65_ 9

If the model parameters are adjusted from their previous values to reproduce the
desired nuclear matter properties (_) when the zero-point corrections are added to the

infinite nuclear matter energy density, the resulting parameters e_ are given in the row
labeled RHA0 in table 1. The nuclear matter compressibility decreases to K _ 452
MeV, and the baryon effective mass at equilibrium is M*/M ,_ 0.73. How do the ad-

ditional zero-point corrections change the systematic description of nuclear properties?
Since the nuclear 'compressibility is still rather high, the calculated nuclei remain slightly
underbound and the surface thicknesses are too small. _ The increased M* leads to a

slightly more compressed spectrum of states near the Fermi surface (in heavy nuclei)
and a smaller spin-orbit force. Thus, although predicted nuclear deformations still fol-

low the correct systematics, s2 the spin-orbit splittings are too small by about 50%. _

The shell oscillations in the nuclear interior are essentially unchanged. The derivative

contributions to the locM-density approximation are not negligible, but they generate
only small changes in nuclear properties once the parameters are re-fitted to the stan-

dard input data. We conclude, therefore, that although the zero-point corrections give
non-negligible corrections to the simple mean-field results, they do not improve the
nuclear systematics.

The Relationship Between QHD and QCD

There is by now overwhelming evidence that hadrons are themselves composed of

(_)Weenforce equilibrium at kt = 1.30fm-1 with a binding energy of 15.7'5MeV and a symmetry
energy of 35 MeV. The scalar mass is again chosen to reproduce the observed rms radius of 4°Ca.
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quarks and gluons. It is also widely believed that the quark-gluon dynamics is de-

scribed by the nonabelian gauge theory of quantum chromodynamics. A discussion of
the QCD lagrangian is beyond the scope of this tMk, but this theory is presented in

several texts (see, for example, Huang ¢° or Riversn), and a brief introduction is given in
ref. 7. Quantitative QCD predictions at length scales relevant for hadronic and nuclear

phenomena (which would specify precisely the relationship between QCD and QHD)
are exceedingly difficult and are currently being pursued at the forefront of relativistic

many-body theory. Here we will simply illustrate a simple model calculation of the
phase diagram for nudear matter, where the hadronic phase is described by the MFT

of QHD-I, and the quark-gluon phase is described by QCD. This model contains a
first-order transition between the hadronic and quark-gluon phases. Although there are
some indications from recent QCD lattice simulations that there is no first-order phase

transition at zero density for two quark flavors, 72 the nature of the transition at finite
density is unknown. Thus a simple two-phase model may still provide a reasonable first

approximation to the nuclear equation of state at ali temperatures and finite densities.

Our previous discussion of the hadronic equation of state was restricted to zero
temperature. The extension to finite temperature is straightforward in the MFT, since

the hamiltonian is diagonal and the mean-field thermodynamic potential 12 can be
calculated exactly.(') The results for the scalar density, baryon density, energy density,

and pressure are given by¢

3' / M*P' - (21r)3 dak E'(k)(nk + nk), (49)

P"- @k(n - (50/

g_ 2 /,, 2 m.(M_M,,)2 7
£= _-_m2p. + _ + _ dakE'(k)(nk +n,), (51)

g2 2 1 7 f k2,, 2 m. (g- M*) 2 + dak + _a,) (52)
P= p. 3 E-Ck) '

where the baryon and antibaryon distribution functions are

1 1

n_(T,v) =_ 1 + e[E*(k)-u]/T' _(T,v) = 1 + e[E'(k)+u]/T' (53)

and the reduced chemical potential is v - # - g, V0. (We set Boltzmann's constant
ke = 1.) The nuclear matter equation of state at ali densities and temperatures for this

hadronic MFT model (QHD-I) is shown in fig. 13.

Figure 14 shows the self-consistent nucleon mass obtained my minimizing eq. (51)
with respect to M*. The striking feature is the sudden decrease of the nucleon mass
well below T = M. Thus, at high temperature (as at high density), the baryons are

essentially massless.

(')We neglect the zero-point corrections from the Dirac sea in this section (see refs. 32 and 73), as
well m thermal contributions from the m_-¢sive i_scalar me_ns
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Figure 13: Nuclear matter equation of state on isotherms. The dashed line
represents the causal limit, and the shaded area shows the region of phase sepa-
ration, as determined by a Maxwell construction. The solid curves are labeled
by the temperature, in MeV, and the critical temperature is approximately
18.3 MeV. Here the parameter set L2 is used.
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Figure 14" Self-consistent nucleon mass as a function of temperature at zero
baryon density. The value of M'/M is 0.5 for T _ 186 MeV and T _ 222 MeV
in nuclear and neutron matter, respectively. Parameter set L2 is used.
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For the quark phase, we use a simple model based on QCD and its properties of
asymptotic .freedom and confinement. Asymptotic freedom implies that when all of

the momenta in a process are large, the renormalized coupling constant for that process

becomes small, while confinement reflects the empirical fact that free quarks and gluons
are never observed in the laboratory. We limit ourselves to the "nuclear domain," where
onlyu and d quarksareimportant,and thesequarksareassumedtobe massless.Since

thequark-gluonphasewillberelevantonlyatextremelyhightemperaturesordensities,

where the particleshave largemomenta, we neglectinteractionsbetweenthe quarks

exceptfora constant,positiveenergy/volumein the vacuum (E/V),,_,:= b,which

models the confinementdynamics. This constantcan be interpretedas the energy

needed to createa bubbleor bag inthe vacuum, inwhich the noninteractingquarks
and gluonsareconfined.

With thismodel,theQCD equationofstatetakesthesimpleformTM

p= -4b) (54)

for both nuclear and neutron matter at all densities and _emperatures. The "bag pa-
rameter" b determines the density of the hadron-quark phase transition, and since it
represents a bulk property of nuclear systems, it may be different from values determined

from the static properties of hadrons. The parameter b is constrained by requiring that
at zero temperature and nuclear equilibrium density, the favored phase is the hadronic
phase. Here we use b = 131.2 MeV/fm s, taken from ref. 7, where it is shown that this

value is consistent with the above requirement.

Figure 15 shows the resulting curves for this two-phase model of nui:lear matter. The

hadronic segments are determined from eqs. (51) and (52), together with the couplings
and masses from row L2 in table 1. The quark-gluon curve is calculated from eq. (54),

and Gibbs' criteria for phase equilibrium (/_1 -- 1'2, Pt ffi/_, T -- constant) are used
to deduce the region of phase coexistence arising from the first-order transition. The

complete phase diagram of nuclear matter is described by a one-parameter model, which
allows for a simple correlation of phenomena occurring in very different regimes of the
thermodynamic vaxiables. Note that at high enough baryon density or temperature,

one e.lways produces the quark-gluon phase with an equation of state given by eq. (54).

Although this model is very simple, it has several nontrivial features. First, it

is based on a completely relativistic calculation of the nuclear matter phase diagram
and phase transition. Second, the statistical mechanics has been done exactly at ali

temperatures and clensities. Third, the QHD model of the hadronic phase successfully
describes many bulk properties of nuclear matter and finite nuclei. Fourth, the QCD
phase obeys asymptotic freedom.

Finally, the model can be improved by systematically including additional mesonic

degrees of freedom (such as thermally excited pions) and by going beyond the mean-
field approximation for the hadronic phase. Interactions can also be included in the

quark-gluon phase to calculate the corrections to the asymptotically free equation of
state. At vanishing density, these corrections can be computed using the techniques of
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Equation of State Isotherms
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Figure 15: Equation of state isotherms for nuclear matter for the indicated val-

ues of the temperature. Phase equilibrium exists along the horizontal segments,
which are determined by a Maxwell construction. The left-hand endpoints of
the higher-temperature curves correspond to zero baryon density.

lattice gauge theory, as summarized by Gottlieb. _2 Lattice calculations, however, are

not currently practical at finite density, although alternative nonperturbative techniques
have been developed for hot QCD. 7s,¢6

EXTENSIONS AND ISSUES

We have seen that the mean-field approximation to QHD gives a concise and highly

successful nuclear phenomenology. In QHD, however, one can in principle go beyond the
MFT, calculate to arbitrary accuracy, and then compare with experiment. In practice
this program is extremely difficult, since QHD is a strong-coupling relativistic quan-
tum field theory.(I) Nevertheless, the Feynman rules for the Green's functions are weLl

defined. Thus, just as in nonrelativistic many-body theory, one can use intuition to

sum selected infinite sets of diagrams, determine the renormalized coupling constants
by refitting nuclear matter properties, and then see whether the MFT results are stable

under the inclusion of these additional contributions, while investigating new physical
phenomena. Many such applications are discussed in ref. 7, where the historical de-

velopment is presented. This 1986 volume is updated in ref. 77. It is impossible to
review all that material and to give an exhaustive list of recent references here. We
shall instead present some selected results of extensions beyond the MFT and discuss

(/)Indeed, a theory that is not asymptotically free.
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some of the issues raised by this work.

All of the extensions we discuss involve loop corrections to the MFT of one sort or

another. In the MFT, the baryon Green's function can be written asv

{G(k) = (7uk °u + M °) k. _ _ M. 2 + it + E°(k'-----)

- aF(k) + (55)

where k'" -- (k ° - gvV0, k) is the kinetic four-momentum (_) and E°(k) = v/k s + M "2.
The first term GR(k) is the Feynman propagator for a baryon of mass M', and the sec-
ond term is the contribution arising from baryons already present at finite density; this

latter contribution reproduces the MFT results. In discussing the following extensions,

we shall frequently distinguish between results obtained with the full baryon propaga-

tor G(k) and with just the second, or "density-dependent," contribution GD(k). Since
the three- and four-momenta are constrained in GD(k), loop integrals over this second

term give well-defined, finite results that are direct analogues of the terms arising in
nonrelativistic many-body theory.

Relativistic Hartree-Fock

Relativistic Hartree theory is obtained by self-consistently summing the tadpole

graphs in the baryon self-energy. Retention of GD in the tadpoles gives rise to the MFT,
while the full G with appropriate counterterms 6£ produces the RHA, as discussed in

the previous section. A characteristic result of QHD-I is that the Lorentz scalar and
vector self-energies are very large; these contributions cancel in the binding energy but
add in the spin-orbit interaction. Hartree--Fock (HF) theory is obtained by including the
meson emission and reabsorption (_exchange') graphs in the baryon proper self-energy.

A calculation of these graphs TM with GD for nuclear matter and the coupling constants

LI from table 1 produces the results shown in figs. 12 and 16. Some conclusions from
this work are as follows:

1. These HF calculations give exchange terms that are the direct relativistic gen-
eralization of those arising when Slater determinants are used to find the best

single-particle wave functions in nonrelativistic many-body theory.

2. Once the large scalar and vector self-energies have been established in relativistic
Hartree theory, the inclusion of the exchange terms does not qualitatively alter
the results.

3. The MFT is thus'stable under the inclusion of the exchange contributions. In fact,

after refitting to the equilibrium nuclear matter properties, the binding energy
curves in relativistic Hartree and Hartree-Fock are almost indistinguishable. _

(e)Note that in closed-loop integrals, such as those involved in computing the ground-state energy, a

simple shift of integration variables allows one to eliminate the dependence on gvV0,
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Figure 16: Nuclear matter equation of state at zero temperature, r The curves
are labeled as in fig. 12.

4. The HF equation of state approaches that of the MFT at high baryon density.

5. The fully self-consistent Hartree-Fock theory that retains the complete G(k) and
meson retardation is complicated; TM it has not yet been successfully solved.

Relativistic Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstolae

In nonrelativistic nuclear many-body theory, the two-nucleon potential V is strong

and singular; it has a hard core at short distances. It is therefore necessary to solve for
the correlated two-nucleon wave function in the medium. This Bethe--Goldstone wave

function vanishes at the core radius and heals to the unperturbed wave function at large

distances. (h) The product Vg) is thus well defined and leads to a finite energy shift. In
QHD-I, however, the interaction is integrable, so that results are sensible even at the
mean-field level. The saturation of nuclear matter arises at this level from the saturation

of the scalar attraction with increasing density. This scalar attraction is equivalent to
an infinite series of velocity-dependent interactions in the nonrelativistic language, lt
is of interest to see if the MFT results are stable with respect to the inclusion of two-

body correlations; in diagrammatic terminology, this amounts to summing the ladder
diagrams for the baryon proper self-energy. Several relativistic calculations of this type

Ca)Thevanishingwavefunction at short distance implies an insensitivity to what is going on inside
the hard-core radius. This insensitivity is responsiblefor much of the success of nonrelativistic nuclear
physics.
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have been carried out for nuclear matter, s°_2 Some observations, conclusions, and issues
are as follows:a°

I.The box diagramthatformsthefundamentalunitoftheladdersum involvesa

loopintegration.

2.There aremany possiblereductionsofthe relativistic,four-dimensionalBethe-

Salpeterequationinthemedium toa unitary,three-dimensionalintegralequation

thatcan be identifiedastherelativisticextensionoftheBethe-Goldstoneequa-

tion.Numericalresultsforthebindingenergyaresensitivetothereductionused.

3.Even afterthisreduction,calculatedresultsaxesensitivetothehigh-momentum

partoftheloopintegrals,implyingimportantcontributionsfrom baryontransi-

tionstostateslyingwellabovetheFermisurface.Phenomenologicalformfactors

significantlyreducethissensitivity.

4. SinceM" entersinboth thepositive-and negative-frequencyDiracspinors,the

bindingenergyofnuclearmatterissensitivetotheself-_:onsistencycondition.At

present,itisnot known how toconstructa self-consistencyconditionthatleads

toa conservingapproximationwhen relativisticladderdiagramsareincluded.

5. Althoughtheshiftsinthebindingenergyofnuclearmatterarelarge,theMFT is

againstablewithrespecttotheinclusionoftwo-baryoncorrelationson thescale

ofthelargescalarand vectorself-energiesoftheMFT.

6. The equationofstateofnuclearmatteragainbecomes theMFT resultat high

baryondensity.

7.For freeNN scattering,thecorrespondingcalculationinQHD-I givesresultsin

qualitativeagreementwithobservation,butthechargedisovector_ and p mesons

must be includedtoachievea quantitativedescription,a°'82

8. The fullyrelativisticBethe-Salpeterequationinnuclearmatterremainstobe

investigated.

9. Inview oftheabove issues,a quantitativecalculationofthe bindingenergyof

nuclearmatterinQHD isnot possibleatthisstageofthedevelopment.

Relativistic Random-Phase Approximation (RRPA)

The sum of fermion ring diagrams gives the correct high-density limit for the cor-
relation energy in the electron gas, where the Coulomb interaction is e2/q2. (_) One

might hope that the corresponding sum of baryon ring diagrams gives the correct high-
density correlation energy in QHD-I, when the dimensionless meson masses m2//,'_

(')For the present purposes, the sum of rings is equivalent to the random-phase approximation (RPA)
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become small.The sum ofthe ringdiagramsfornuclearmatterin QHD-I was first

investigatedby Chin.sTApplicationsto the spectraoffinitenucleiwere initiatedby

Furnstahl,ss'mand therehasbeena greatdealofrecentactivityinthisarea.s4-91'e°We

shallrefertothecalculationoftheringsthatkeepsonlytermswithatleastone factor

ofGD as theRPA; thiscalculationincludesloopsatleastlinearinthedensityand is

thedirectrelativisticextensionoftheRPA innonrelativisticmany-body theory.The

calculationthatalsoincludesthemodificationofthestrongvacuum polarizationinthe
nuclearmedium due totheshiftM ---,M" willbe calledRRPA. Some resultsofthis

work and issuesraisedby itarethefollowing:

i.The scalarand vectorpropagatorsmix innuclearmatter.Chin showed thatat

highdensity,vectormeson exchangedominatesinQHD-I. The excitationspec-

trum ofnuclearmatterintheRPA isthatofzerosound,and thesoundvelocityco

approachesthespeedoflightfrombelowasthebaryondensitygetslarge(co---,1-

as kr _ oo).This impliesthatsignalsinthemedium cannotpropagatefaster

thanthespeedoflight,inaccordwithspecialrelativity.Thereareotherbranches

intheexcitationspectrumcorrespondingtomeson propagation.

2.In nuclearmatterinthe RRPA, polesappearinthePolarizationpropagatorat

zerofrequencyq0= 0 and finitewavenumber [ql_ 0;thevalueofthiswavenumber

isa few timesthenucleonmass inQHD-I.57'_-_ISuchpolesimplyan instability

ofthesystemagainstdensityfluctuationsofthecorrespondingwavelength.There
areseveralpossibleinterpretationsoftheseresults:

(a)The RRPA forthepropagatorsisinadequate.

(b) Vertexmodificationsareimportant.(Phenomenologicalform factorsaffect

thenumericalresultssignificantly.W )

(c)The compositestructureofthe baryonmust be takenintoaccountbefore

one reachesdistancescaleswherethesepolesdevelop.

(d)The instabilityisreal.

3. The Polarizationpropagatorgovernsthelinearresponseofthesystem.The calcu-

latedisoscalarlinearresponseinQHD-I leadstoa reductionoftheCoulomb sum

rule. _-9°'s° There is roughly a 15% reduction in the RPA and an additional 15%
reduction in the RRPA. s7 The observed experimental reduction of the Coulomb

sum rule is one of the outstanding unsolved problems in traditional nonrelativistic
nuclear physics.

4. In finite nuclei, it is essential to admix negative-frequency baryon components

into the wave functions to bring the spurious (1-, 0) state down to zero frequency,
to maintain current conservation, and to produce nuclear isoscalar magnetic mo-
ments that agree with the Schmidt lines. 61'92

5. The RRPA calculation involves loop integrations and strong vacuum polariza-

tion. Physical effects come from the modification of these processes in the nuclear
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medium. The calculationofhadroniccontributionstostrongvacuum polarization

is a central problem in QHD. More generally, at some distance scale, this vacuum

polarization should be calculated in terms of quarks and gluons.

The Quantum Vacuum

One goal in QHD is to systematically calculate the vacuum-loop corrections to the
MFT. The one-loop correction from GF produces the RHA, and we have seen that

the MFT is stable against the one-loop vacuum contributions. A path-integral repre-

sentation of the generating functional shows that the loop expansion is in _, with the
one-loop contribution the first quantum correction about the classical path of station-
ary action. One might hope that the two-loop correction would be the next term in a

converging expansion. The calculation of the two-loop contribution to the properties
of nuclear matter is nontrivial; it is carried out for QHD-I in ref. 12. (See also refs. 77

and 93.) The basic conclusion from this analysis is the following: although formally
an expansion in h, the parameters characterizing the loop contributions to the prop-
erties of nuclear matter are: (i) dimensionless coupling constants (g_/4rlic, g2,/4r?z_),

(ii) lengths (li/mvc, ll/m,c,_/Mc, 1/kr), and (iii)energies (mvca,m,ca,Mc_,?ick_). The
loop expansion is essentially an expansion in the dimensionless coupling constants,

which are large in QHD. The quantum corrections are correspondingly large, the series
is not converging, and the MFT/s not stable against this perturbative loop expansion.
Clearly, an alternative procedure must be found to systematically and. reliably calculate

vacuum corrections to the MFT results in QHD.

The computation of hadronic contributions to wcuum polarization is a central issue
in QHD, and more generally, in ali of physics. There are indeed h_dronic contributions

to vacuum polarization; for example, a spectral analysis of the strong-inter_tion contri-

bution to electromagnetic vacuum polarization shows that the spectral weight function
startsat 4rn_:(j)

str

= (q.q-

n(q)= i
p( a 2)

,o. a 2 - q2 da_ • (56)

In the complex q2 plane, l'l(q _) is an analytic function with a branch cut running along

the real axis from 4m 2, to oc. The discontinuity across that cut for 4rn_, < q2 < 9rn_
comes from the electroproduction of two real pions. Thus the low-mass singularities

of propagator and vertex functions are most efficiently expressed in terms of hadronic
variables.

The contribution of two pions to vacuum polarization at all q2 can be calculated in

QHD-II; it will be well defined and finite. (Vertex modifications will exist in QHD-II

(-')PionsareincludedinQHD-II;weusethisasthesimplestexampleforthepresentdiscussion.
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and can also be included.) The result will not be meaningful if the dominant contribu-

tion to the loop integration comes from very high momenta and short distances, since

there a QHD description is clearly wrong.(k) In this instance, one must invoke quarks,
gluons, and QCD. At short-enough distances, one can use perturbative QCD. On the

other hand, at low momenta and long distances, for example, in the low-mass part
of the spectral function, QCD is a strong-coupling theory and the effective degrees of
freedom are the hadrons, in this case, two pions. Hopefully, once vertex corrections are

included, QHD has the possibility of describing the low-lying hadronic contributions to
the spectral weight function and vacuum polarization.

The Vertex

As mentioned earlier, vector meson exchange dominates at high baryon density
in QHD-I, where the vector meson is coupled to the conserved baryon current. Mi-

luna _ observes that in a theory with vector coupling, the vertex form factor is a de-
creasing function of q2. This implies a decreased sensitivity to the high-momentum
or short-distance contributions to loop integrals and would provide a favorable situa-
tion for QHD. It is essential to include vertex corrections in QHD to determine its full

implications.10 The fully off-shell vertex is complicated in any field theory. Reference
94 is the only vertex study in QHD of which the present authors are aware.

Pionsand ChiralSymmetry

The relativisticneutralscalarand vectorfieldsarethemost importantfordetermin-

ingthebulkpropertiesofnuclearsystems.Nevertheless,thelightestand mostaccessible

meson isthepion,whose interactionswithnucleonsand nucleihave beenextensively

studiedatthemeson factories,ltisthereforeimpossibletoformulatea completeand

quantitativehadronictheorywithoutincludingpionicdegreesoffreedom.

Pioninteractionsareconstrainedby theobserved,nearlyexact,SU(2) isospinsym-

metry.Inaddition,thesoft-piontheorems,thepartialconservationoftheaxialcurrent

(PCAC) inweak interactions,and thetheoryofQCD indicatethatpiondynamicsis

alsoconstrainedby chiralsymmetry,which enlargesthesymmetry group from SU(2)

toSU(2)Lx SU(2)R.Here"L" and _R" denoteleft-and right-handedisospinrotations,

respectively.A thoroughdiscussionof chiralsymmetry isbeyond the scopeof this

talk,but we notethatthissymmetry has importantconsequencesfortheway mesons

interactwiththemselves,aswe willdiscussshortly.

Pions can be included in a chiral-invariant manner using the linear o model, m-_4 This

model contains a pseudoscalar coupling between pions and nucleons and an auxiliary
scalar field o to implement the chiral symmetry. ("_) Weinberg's transformation 9s can

(_)Moreover, for large #u in eq. (56), the two-pion intermediate state by itself is inadequate.
(t)These vertex corrections reflect the internal hadron structure present in QHD.

("*)The presence of an isoscalar vector field V u coupled to the baryon current with minimal coupling
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thenbe usedtotransformtoa pseudovector(derivative)_rNcouplingmultipliedby an

infiniteseriesofnonlinearpionterms.Therearetwo advantagestothistransformation'

first,the decouplingofpionsa_sqx_ 0 isnow explicit(asarethesoft-piontheorems),

and second,thenew pseudovectorcouplingconstantis

= 10. (57)

Thisismuch smallerthaa_thepseudoscalarcouplingconstantg_/41r_ 14.4.

In thelimitthatthe chiralv mass mr --*oo,theauxiliaryscalarfielddecouples,

and what remainsforthe pionsand baryonsisthenonlineara model ofWeinberg.9s

For any finitevalueofmo, however,thetheoryisrenormalizable,and itcan be usedto

calculatenuclearpionprocesses.21'9s

Nevertheless,thereisa seriousproblemhere.vSupposetheauxiliaryscalarfielda in
thechiral-invariantlinearv model isidentifiedwiththelow-massscalarfield_ inQHD-

I.Then the nonlinearmeson couplings(_b3,_b4,#27r2)thatremain afterspontaneous

symmetry breakingaresostrongthattheyprecludea successfulMFT ofnuclearmatter

and finitenuclei.9v'21Equivalently,nonlinearmany-body forcesare impliedthatare

difficulttoreconcilewithwhat isknown about nuclearphysics.

A possibleresolutionof thisproblemisthatthe chirala mass rna isverylarge,

reducingtheeffectsofthenonlinearcouplings,and thatthelow-massscalarfield@ in

QHD-I isgeneratedd_inamicaIIythroughthecouplingsofthechirala and thepions.

In ref.98,theprocess7r+ _r_ _r+ _risinvestigatedwiLhinthe frameworkofthe cr

model witha highmass _. The chiral-invariantBorn arnp]itudeisunitarized,and the

resultingphase shiftinthe (0+,0)channelisshown infig.17. One observesa broad,

low-mass,near-resonantamplitudeinthischannel,eventhoughthechiralv hasa large
mass.

When thismodel x_rscatteringamplitudeisincludedinthetwo-pion-exchangepart

oftheNN interaction(seefig.18),theresultisa dynamicallygenerated,broad,low-

mass (_ 600 MeV) peakthatresemblestheexchangeofa lightscalarmeson.Thispeak

arisesevenwhen the chiralscalarfieldhas a largemass (mr _ I0GEV). ltisfurther
demonstratedinref.98,withintheframeworkofthelineara model,thatthis(0+,0)

channelleadstotheobservedintermediate-rangeattractionintheNN force.

The evident role of the low-mass scalar meson channel in nuclear physics can there-

fore be understood within the framework of chiral s_/mmetw. The importance of the

resulting scalar-isoscalar mean field and optical potential in producing a successful nu-
clear phenomenology was illustrated in the preceding section. Note, however, that the

representation of this effective hadronic degree of freedom through the ¢ field in the
local relativistic quantum field theory of QHD-I is a much more sweeping assumption.

For the pion-nucleon interaction, one is left with the nonlinear _r model of Weinberg:
derivative couplings to baryons multiplied by [1 + (f/rn,,)2_r2] -1. In the end, one has

a chirally invariant theory including pions that reproduces the soft-pion theorems, that

affects none of these arguments.
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Figure 18: The spectral weight function for the NN interaction in the scalar-
isoscalar channel, from ref. 98. Note that the interaction is attractive. The solid
(dashed) curves give the result before (after) the subtraction of the iterated
two-pion-exchange box diagram. The chiral mass is mo - 950 MeV, 1400 MeV,
and 14 GeV for the curves labeled A (a), B (b), and C (c).
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produces a low-mass effective scalar meson dynamically, and that is renormalizable for

any large but finite mo.

The p can be included in this renormalizable theory by starting with a uonabelian

Yang-Mills theory based on isospin and then using spontaneous symmetry breaking and
the Higgs mechanism to generate the p mass, as in the standard model of electroweak
interactions. The resulting theory QHD-II, with a, w, w, and p mesons, is discussed
more fully in ref. 7.

Hadronic Degrees of Freedom

The essential phenomenological fe,_tures of the low-energy rN in_.eraction are that
low-momentum pions interact weakly with nucleons (they decouple as qx --+ 0) and

that the interaction is dominated by the first pion-nucleon resonance, the A(1232).

This resonance represents the first excited state of the baryon, with (J', T) = (]+, _).
It is essential to have this degree of freedom in the +.heory, or the results will look nothing

like nuclear physics. It is impossible to put a field with these quantum numbers into a
simple rermrmalizable lagrangian. Thus the hope is that this degree of freedom, as with
the low-mass scalar field, is again produced dynamically within the model. Fortunately,
as has been shown in ref. 99, this is indeed the case.

In ref. 99, the sum of rN ladder diagrams with nucleon exchange is investigated

within the framework of the chiral _rN theory discussed above. Partial-wave dispersion

relations are used, the one-baryon-exchange mechanism is input as the driving term, and
the resulting integral equations are solved with the N/D method. This is a relativistic
extension of nonrelativistic Chew-Low theory. As with Chew-Low, a resonance is found

in the (-_+, ]) channel.

The box diagram in the ladder sum involves a loop integral, which is finite and
well defined it, this renormalizable theory. Nevertheless, the loop integration involves

significant contributions from high momenta or short distances, and thus the position
of the resonance is sensitive to the approximations made; the width is much less so.(")

3+ 3
It is clear, however, that the first excited state of the nucleon, the A(1232) with (_ , _),
which is the dominant feature of low-energy pion-nucleus interax:tions, can be generated

dynamically in QHD.

Other baryon properties arise through different loop integrals in QHD. For example.
the vertex diagram consisting of the emission of a pion, its interaction with the virtual

electromagnetic field, and its reabsorption by the nucleon contributes to the nucleon's
anomalous magnetic moment. The two-pion contribution gives the low-mass, or long-
distance, part of the spectral weight function for the anomalous magnetic form factor

F2(q2):

lr: p2(J 2) da 2 (58)F_(q_) = "_ _ a_ _ q2

(n)Vertex co, rections will again modify this sensitivity to the high-momentum behavior.
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Assume that the two-pion contribution arising from this vertex diagram dominates the
spectral weight function everywhere. One then gets a semi-quantitative account of the

isovector anomalous magnetic moment and its mean square radius.T(°)

A few comments are relevant here:

1. The dynamical model of ref. 99 allows for the in'_estigation of many interesting
questions concerning the behavior of the A in the many-body nuclear system,
for example, its binding energy in nuclear matter, its optical potential, and the

modification of its electroweak properties in the nuclear medium.

2. The production of effective degrees of freedom through dynamical means in QHD,

as for the low-mass scalar field with (0+, 0) and the first excited state of the baryon
with (3+ 3, _), while gratifying, also raises serious issues:

(a) When does one stop? It is apparently necessary to investigate ali possible
hadronic channels for resonant behavior; there will be many such resonances.

(b) Which of these resonances must be included as dynamical input in the gen-
eration of others?(P)

(c) And, a more serious question, which of these hadrons are to be included

through local fields in a QHD lagrangian density?

(d) lt is only a hope that one can get a self-contained dynamical description
of nuclear physics in the low-energy hadronic sector with a few judiciously
chosen hadronic degrees of freedom and a local, relativistic, renormalizable

quantum field theory based on these degrees of freedom, lt may be an im-
possible goal.

3. In principle, QCD gives a complete description of the nucleon and ali its excited
states. In the simple quark model, the nucleon moment arises from the quark
spins, and the first excited state arises from a spin-isospin-flip transition of a

quark. Nevertheless, even within QCD, some part of the internal properties of the
baryon and its excited states, particularly at large distances, must be equivalent

to the strong interaction of hadrons discussed above.

The Relationship Between QHD and QCD

There is now considerable evidence that quantum chromodynamics (QCD), based
on quarks and gluons as the underlying degrees of freedom, is the theory of the strong

interaction. The colored quarks and gluons are confined to the interior of the hadrons
by the strong nonlinear gluon couplings in QCD. At low momenta or large distances,

(°)The isoscalar anomalous moment vanishes in this approximation; experimentally it is indeed very
small.

(P)This is reminiscent of the bootstrap theory of hadronic structure; ali hadronic resonances were to
• t I • t! P ,! ........... I._ J_ _ _

be vleweo a.s arising oynamlcauy lrom the interaction_ of thee same nauron_.
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the renormalized coupling constant is large, and QCD is a strong-coupling field theory;
in this domain, the ebserved degrees of freedom are the hadrons. At large momenta,

or short distances, QCD is asymptotically free, which implies that the renormalized
coupling constant is small; here one can do perturbation theory with free quarks and

gluons.

What is the relationship of QHD, the subject of this paper, and the underlying

theory of QCD? There are several possibilities:

1. There is an approximate radius R in the hadron outside of which one can use QHD

to describe the strong-interaction structure and inside of which one can use quarks

and (asymptotically free) QCD. This is the basis of bag models of hadrons. 1°°

2. One can attempt a similar separation in momentum space. The contribution of
the nearby (low-mass) singularities in the spectral representations can be com-

puted from hadronic processes, and the distant contributions can be computed
from asymptotically free QCD. The two contributions can then be joined in some
manner. This is the basic concept of QCD sum rules. TM

3. One can assume two models for two different phases of nuclear matter" a bar-

yon/meson phase described by QHD, and a quark/gluon phase described by

(asymptotically free) QCD. The two descriptions can be connected with the ther-
modynamic conditions for phase equilibrium, as discussed earlier in this paper.
The investigation of the phase diagram of nuclear matter with the Relativistic

Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is a top priority for nuclear physics.

More generally, it is probable that at low energies and large distances, QCD can be
represented by an effective field theory formulated in terms of a few hadronic degrees
of freedom. This has indeed been shown to hold in the large-color limit of QCD. In

QED, LePage has shown how to construct such a low-energy, large-distance effective
field theory. 1°2 The couping constants in the effective lagrangian are computed from the
short-distance behavior of the full, renormalized theory of QED. All possible couplings

must be included in the low-energy effective lagrangian, which is then to be used at the

"tree level" (that is, without considering loop integrals).

The underlying assumption of QHD is that of a local, relativistic quantum field

theory formulated in terms of baryons and the lightest mesons (a,w, r,p). It is assumed
that the theory is renormalizable, and one then attempts to extract predictions for long -

range phenomena by computing both tree-level diagrams and renormalized quantum

loop corrections. In the end, it may turn out that this assumption is unwarranted, and
that the only meanin_ul interpretation of QHD is as an effective theory, to be used at
the tree (or one-loop) level. The limitation to renormalizable couplings may then be
too restrictive. Nevertheless, the phenomenological success of the MFT of QHD-I in

the nuclear domain implies that whatever the effective field theory for low-energy, large-
distance QCD, it must be dominated by linear, isoscalar, scalar and vector interactions.
D.... , calcul.,:_.._ _.._._ .... r_c,n .... rules ;.,A;_,+o that +_';o m_,, ;,,a_a _,,. t,,,,=,
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as they find evidence for large (several hundred MeV) contributions to the scalar and

vector parts of the baryon self-energy in nuclear matter, l°3

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

This paper is concerned with the theory of relativistic, interacting, nuclear many-

body systems (baryon number B >_1). The only consistent theoretical framework for
describing such systems is relativistic quantum field theory based on a local lagrangian
density. As in nonrelativistic many-body theory, Feynman rules for the Green's func-

tions allow one to calculate physical observables.

In this work we argue that the most efficient degrees of freedom for extrapolating
away from the observed properties of nuclei are the hadrons: baryons and mesons. We

require that the theory be renormalizable (quantum hadrodynarnics); this defines a self-
consistent, purely hadronic theory and severely constrains the form of the interaction.
We focus on simple models: QHD-I, which contains neutrons, protons and the isoscalar,

Lorentz scalar and vector (a,_) mesons; and QHD-II, the extension to include the

isovector a" and p mesons based on the linear sigma model.

The development starts with the relativistic mean-field (MFT) and Hartree approx-
imations to QHD-I, and their application to both infinite nuclear matter and atomic

nuclei. The principal new feature of the relativistic theory is that the baryon self-energy
contains large Lorentz scalar and vector pieces, whose effects cancel in the binding en-
ergy but add in the spin-orbit interaction. We present some successes of the model,

including the nuclear equation of state, the shell model, nucleon-nucleus scattering,
and the addition of zero-point vacuum corrections.

We then discuss extensions to include quantum-bop processes, such as the contri-

bution of two-nucleon correlations to the ground-state energy, the relativistic random-
phase approximation for nucleax excitations, and two-loop contributions to the correla-

tion energy. We discuss under what situations the MFT is stable against the inclusion
of these effects (that is, when the MFT results are qualitatively unchanged) and when
it is not. We also examiae issues raised by the role of the quantum vacuum in QHD.

Pions are included within the framework of the chiral-invariant sigma model with

spontaneously broken chiral symmetry (QHD-II). It is argued that the scalar field of
QHD-I is to be associated with the low-mass dynamical enhancement in the (0+,0)
channel produced 'by the strong pion couplings, and not with the chiral scalar field,

which may in fact be very massive. It is also shown that the first excited state of the
nucleon, the A(1232), which plays such an important role in intermediate-energy nuclear

physics, arises dynamically in QHD-I] through the summation of nucleon exchange
graphs--the relativistic extension of Chew-Low theory.

There is now convincing evidence that quantum chromodynamics based on quarks

and gluons as the underlying degrees of freedom is the actual theory of the strong inter-
action; however, the derivation of nuclear structure from the strong-coupling, nonlinear.
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confining QCD lagrangian is far in the future. (q) We discuss the relationship between
QHD and QCD. Possibilities include: an approximate separation in coordinate space
for hadrons, with an exterior region where one uses QHD and an interior region where

QCD is used; a separation in momentum space, where QHD is used for nearby singu-
larities and QCD for those far away (QCD sum rules); and an interpretation in terms
of two models for two distinct phases of nuclear matter.

More generally, it is probable that at low energies and large distances, QCD can be
represented by an effective field theory formulated in terms of a few hadronic degrees of

freedom. All possible couplings must be included in the low-energy effective lagrangian,
which is then to be used at tree level. The underlying assumption of QHD is that of

a local relativistic theory formulated in terms of baryons and the lightest mesons. The
theory is assumed to be renormalizable, and one then attempts to extract predictions

for long-range phenomena by computing both tree-level diagrams and renormalized
quantum loop corrections. In the end, it may turn out that this assumption is untenable,

and that the only meaningful interpretation of QHD is as an effective theory, to be used
at the tree or one-loop level. The limitation to renormalizable couplings may then be
too restrictive. Nevertheless, the phenomenological success of the MFT of QHD-I in

the nuclear domain implies that whatever the effective field theory for low-energy, large-
distance QCD, it must be dominated by linear, isoscalar, scalar and vector interactions.

What is the outlook? Future work will focus on problems such as:

• The investigation of meson propagation and the behavior of the dynamically in-
duced hadronic resonances in nuclear matter.

• The theoretical search for other dynamically induced resonances.

• The study of the modification of nucleon properties in the nuclear medium. This
includes the study of the nucleon-meson vertex functions in QHD.

• The continued attempt to solve QHD-II, including a, w, _, and p, as a strong-

coupling field theory.

• The demonstration that QCD leads to large isoscalar, Lorentz scalar and vector
interactions between baryons. (There is already some evidence from QCD sum
rules that this is the case.)

® A continued effort to describe the internal structure of hadrons and the phase tran-

sition to the quark-gluon plasma through strong-coupling, lattice-gauge-theory

simulations of QCD.

• Experimental studies of the behavior of nuclear systems under extreme conditions,

which challenge our understanding of the nucleus, through new facilities such as
the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) and the Relativistic

Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC).

(q)In this regard, contemplate deriving superconductivity or superfluidity directly from the lagrangian
_,.si w41._ io_ i.. i. _. _ w_l,i y 16 _ ,, b. _.. ,.a.
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